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Intrinsic reduction of Josephson critical current in short ballistic SNS weak links
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We present fully self-consistent calculations of the thermodynamic properties of three-dimensional clean
SNS Josephson junctions, where S is ans-wave short-coherence-length superconductor and N is a clean normal
metal. The junction is modeled on an infinite cubic lattice such that the transverse width of the S is the same
as that of the N, and its thickness is tuned from the short to long limit. Intrinsic effects, such as a reduced order
parameter near the SN boundary and finite gap to Fermi energy ratio, depress the critical Josephson currentI c ,
even in short junctions. Our analysis is of relevance to experiments on SNS junctions which find much smaller
I cRN products than expected from the standard~non-self-consistent and quasiclassical! predictions. We also
find nonstandard current-phase relations, a counterintuitive spatial distribution of the self-consistently deter-
mined order parameter phase, and an unusual low-energy gap in the local density of states within theN region.
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Over the past decade, both experimental and theore
interest in the superconductivity of inhomogeneous syste
have been rekindled, thereby leading to a reexamination
even well-charted areas from the mesoscopic point of vie1

For example, the Josephson effect in a superconduc
normal-metal–superconductor~SNS! weak link was known
to be the result of the macroscopic condensate wave func
leaking from the S into the N region. The induction of su
superconducting correlations in the N, the so-called prox
ity effect, has been given a new real-space interpreta
through the relative phase coherence of quasiparticles, co
lated by Andreev reflection at the SN interface.2 Moreover,
the realization of the importance of tracking the phase coh
ence of single-particle wave functions in proximity-coupl
metals of mesoscopic size has also unearthed new phe
ena, such as quantization of the critical current in ballis
mesoscopic short SNS junctions at low enou
temperature.3,4 In short clean junctions, asT→0, the critical
supercurrentI c5eD/\ carried by a single conducting chan
nel depends only on the superconducting energy gapD as the
smallest energy scaleD,ETh5\vF

N/L ~in the long-junction
limit I c;ETh is set5 by the ‘‘ballistic’’ Thouless energyETh
,D, which is a single-quasiparticle property determined
the Fermi velocityvF

N in theN interlayer of lengthL). Thus,
both mesoscopic and ‘‘classical’’ clean point-contact S
junctions, with ballistic transportl .L ( l is the mean free
path!, are predicted to exhibit the sameI cRN5pD/e product
at T50. This has been known for quite some time as
Kulik-Omelyanchuk~KO! formula,6 whereRN is the Sharvin
point-contact resistanceRN5h/2e2M of the ballistic N re-
gion containingM conducting channels.

Recent experimental activity7 on highly transparent8 bal-
listic short SNS junctions, where bothI c and RN are inde-
pendent of the junction length, reveals much lower values
I cRN than the KO formula~similarly, the critical current
steps found in an attempt9 to observe discretizedI c are much
smaller than the predictedeD/\). However, a proper inter
pretation of these results demands a clear understandin
the relationship between relevant energy and length sca
The criterion for the short-junction limitD,ETh introduces a
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‘‘coherence length’’ of the junctionj05\vF
N/pD; i.e., the

maximum KO limit can be expected only forL!j0. The
relation betweenkBT and ETh defines the high- (kBT
.ETh) versus low- (kBT,ETh) temperature limits, which is
equivalently expressed in terms of the junction thickness
L.jN versus L,jN , respectively, withjN5\vF

N/2pkBT
being the normal-metal coherence length. ThejN sets the
scale over which two quasiparticles in the N, correlated
Andreev reflection, retain their relative phase coherence~i.e.,
superconducting correlations imparted on the N region
finite temperature decay exponentially withjN , while at zero
temperaturejN→` and the condensate wave function d
cays inversely in the distance from the interface10!. There-
fore, the simple exponential decay ofI c;exp(2L/jN) ap-
pears only in the high-temperature limit, while in th
opposite low-temperature limitjN ceases to be a relevan
length scale and the decay is slower than exponential.
aforementioned experiments on clean SNS junctions7 are
conducted on Nb/InAs/Nb junctions which are tuned to lie
the regime wherejS,L,j0!jN (jS5\vF

S/pD is the bulk
superconductor coherence length!. Thus, the large difference
betweenjS and j0 means that there is a substantial Fer
velocity mismatch ~typically an order of magnitude7,9!,
which must generate normal scattering at the SN interfac
addition to Andreev reflection. This, together with other po
sible sources of scattering at the SN boundary, like imper
interfaces4,11,12 or charge accumulation layers13 ~typical of
Nb/InAs contact!, cannot be detected by only observing t
independence ofI c andRN on interelectrode separation~for
intermediate7 L). Nevertheless, this is frequently the crit
rion used in experiments7 to ensure that the transport is ba
listic. Therefore, the ideal maximum value forI c could be
achieved only forjS5j0 (vF

S5vF
N) and with a perfectly

transparent interface, where the junction thickness satis
L!jS . Even in this case it is possible that the current
short junctions is smaller than expected due to a depre
value of the order parameter on the SN boundary when
transverse widths of the S and N regions are the sam14

Such junctions cannot be treated by simplified approache3,4

assuming a step function forD(z) because the order param
eter varies within the S due to the self-consistency.14,15

Here we undertake an idealized study of differentintrinsic
properties of three-dimensional SNS junctions which can
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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detrimental toI c , without invoking any sample-fabrication
dependent additional scattering at the SN interface. Two s
effects are known:~i! the requirements of self-consistenc
which becomes important for specific junction geometr
delineated below, depresses the order parameter near th
boundary and therefore the current in short junctions;~ii ! a
finite ratioD/m ~wherem is the Fermi energy measured fro
the bottom of the band! generates intrinsic normal scatterin
at the SN boundary~without the presence of impurities o
barriers at the interface!. For example, both effects can be
relevance in Josephson junctions based on newly discov
MgB2 superconductors.16 Therefore, even a clean junctio
~with ballistic transport aboveTc) might not be in the ballis-
tic limit 17 below the superconducting transition temperat
Tc , unless the filling is tuned to the energy of the transm
sion resonances. Our principal result for the evolution
I cRN as a function ofL is shown in Fig. 1. TheI cRN drops
by about an order of magnitude atL;jN , thus showing how
the characteristic voltage can be reduced dramatically
moderate length junctions, even in the low-temperature li
~to which our junctions belong!. The reduction ofI c in our
short junctions is determined by the depression of the o
parameter in the S, as demonstrated by the inset in Fi
whereD(z) at the SN interface decreases asymptotically t
limiting value reached at L*2jS with I cRN /D(z
5SN interface) being nearly a constant forL,2jS . For the
junctions thicker than 2jS , the decay of the critical curren
I c;1/L scales as5 ETh , while at nonzero temperatures an
for long enough junctionsL.jN it changes into a simple
exponential decay. Thus, in the general casejS,jN , I c can
be independent ofL only for 2jS,L,j0, as observed in the
experiments. However, such thickness-independentI c can be
substantially belowMeD/\, as defined by the inevitabl
(vF

SÞvF
N) interface scattering and/or reducedD, with its low-

est value being set atL.2jS by the ‘‘inverse proximity ef-
fect’’ on the S side of a SN structure. We believe that ballis
behavior could be found in our junctions at even lowerT,

FIG. 1. Product of the critical currentI c and the normal-state
resistanceRN as a function of the SNS junction thicknessL. Both
the S and N are at half-filling in the bulk. The value ofI cRN is
always below the product of the bulk critical current in the S lea
and the Sharvin point-contact resistance,I c

bulkRSh51.45D/e. The
right axis measures the ratio of the Kulik-Omelyanchuk form
I cRN5pD/e for the clean superconducting point contact (L→0)
and I cRN of our junctions. The inset shows the decay of the or
parameter at the SN interface forI 50, which reaches an asymptot
value of about one-half of the bulkD for L.2jS @ I cRN /D(z
5SN interface) is virtually constant forL,2jS#.
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wherejN@2jS , but such calculations are technically mo
involved at present.

The SNS Josephson junction is modeled by a Hubb
Hamiltonian

H52(
i j s

t i j cis
† cj s1(

i
Ui S ci↑

† ci↑2
1

2D S ci↓
† ci↓2

1

2D , ~1!

on a simple cubic lattice~with lattice constanta!. Herecis
†

(cis) creates~destroys! an electron of spins at site i, and
t i j 5t ~the energy unit! is the hopping integral betwee
nearest-neighbor sitesi and j. The SNS structure is com
prised of stacked planes18 whereUi,0 is the attractive in-
teraction for sites within the superconducting planes~inside
the N regionUi50). In the Hartree-Fock approximatio
~HFA!, this leads to a BCS mean-field superconductivity
the S leads, where forUi522 and half-filling we getD
50.197t (Tc50.11t) and jS5\vF

S/pD.4a. The lattice
Hamiltonian~1! of the inhomogeneous SNS system is solv
by computing a Nambu-Gor’kov matrix Green function. Th
off-diagonal block of this matrix is the anomalous avera
which quantifies the establishment of superconducting co
lations in either the S @D(z)5uU(z)uF(z), where
F(zi ,zi ,t501) is the pair-field amplitude# or the N region.
For the local interaction treated in the HFA, computation
the Green function reduces to inverting an infinite bloc
tridiagonal Hamiltonian matrix in real space. The Gre
functions are thereby expressed through a matrix contin
fraction ~technical details are given elsewhere18!. The final
solution is fully self-consistent in the order parame
uD(z)ueif(z) inside the part of the junction comprised of th
N region and the first 30 planes inside the superconduc
leads on each side of the N interlayer. Our Hamiltonian f
mulation of the problem and its solution by this Green fun
tion technique are equivalent to solving a discretized vers
of the Bogoliubov–de Gennes19 ~BdG! equations formulated
in terms of Green functions,20 but in a fully self-consistent
manner—by determining the off-diagonal pairing potent
D(z) in the BdG Hamiltonian15 after each iteration until con
vergence is achieved. The tight-binding description of
electronic states also allows us to include an arbitrary b
structure or more complicated pairing symmetries. The c
culation is performed atT50.09Tc wherejN540a, which is
a low-temperature limit for almost all of our junction thick
nesses.

This technique is different from the quasiclassical use o
coarse-grained microscopic Gor’kov Green function21 or
non-self-consistent solutions of the BdG equations3 which
are applicable only for special geometries where the left
right S leads can be characterized by constant phasesfL and
fR , respectively. This neglects the phase gradi
(df/dz)bulk inside the S, thereby violating current conserv
tion. Such an assumption is justified when the critical curr
of the junction is limited by, e.g., a point-contact geomet
which requires a much smaller gradient than 1/jS at the criti-
cal current density in the bulk, while the Josephson curren
determined by the region withinjS from the junction.3 Since
we choose theS andN layers of the same transverse widt
I c /I c

bulk can be close to 1 for thin junctions. In such cas
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 212507
current flow affects appreciably the superconducting or
parameter@i.e., F(z) both inside and outside theN# and a
self-consistent treatment becomes necessary~as is the gen-
eral case of finding the critical current of a bu
superconductor22,23!. Since for a clean SNS junctionRNa2

5@(2e2/h)(kF
2/4p)#21'1.58ha2/2e2 is just the Sharvin

point-contact resistance~i.e., inverse of the conductance,
half-filling, per unit areaa2 of our junction with infinite
cross section!, the absolute limit of the characteristic voltag
I c

bulkRN51.45D/e, is set by the bulk critical currentI c
bulk of

the S leads,22 as shown in Fig. 1. In three-dimensional~3D!
junctions I c

bulk51.09enD/\kF ~per unit areaa2, at half-
filling ! is slightly higher than the current density determin
by the Landau depairing velocityvdepair5D/\kF , at which
superfluid flow breaks the phase coherence of Coo
pairs,22 because of the possibility of gapless superconduc
ity at superfluid velocities slightly exceeding23 vdepair. Al-
though ourI cRN is always smaller than the ideal KO limit,
is still above the experimentally measured values7 in the in-
termediate junction thicknesses, which are about 100 tim
smaller than the KO limit. This suggests that additional sc
tering confined to the interface region is indeed necessar
account for such small values.11,13

Since self-consistent calculations require a phase grad
inside the S~which we choose to be a boundary condition
the bulk of the superconductor!, we must carefully define
how to parametrize the Josephson current. There are
possibilities: either a global phase change across the
region24 or the phase offset14 which is related to the phas
change by a nontrivial scale transformation. We use a glo
phase change which in a discrete model like Eq.~1! requires
a convention. The thickness of the junction is defined to
the distance measured from the pointzL , in the middle of the
last S plane on the left~at zL

S! and the first adjacent N plan
~at zL

N5zL
S11), to the middle pointzR between the last N

and first S plane on the right. Sincef(z) is defined within
the planes, we setf(zL)5@f(zL

S)1f(zL
N)#/2 to be the phase

at zL and equivalently forf(zR). The phase change acro
the barrier is then given by

f5LS df

dzD
bulk

1df~zR!2df~zL!, ~2!

wheredf(z) is the ‘‘phase deviation’’ which develops sel
consistently on top of the imposed linear background va
tion of the phase. The current versus phase change relati
plotted in Fig. 2. Non-self-consistent calculations predict t
I c occurs atfc5p for both6 ScS and long SNS junctions~at
T50).5 However, the self-consistent analysis leads to
sharp deviation from these notions,14 which is most con-
spicuous in our SNS geometry with a single normal plane
the long-junction limit~e.g.,L560a.jN) we find the usual
fc.p/2. The non-negligibleD/m also leads to a lowering o
fc @and a washing out of the discontinuities inI (f) at T
50#, but comparison with non-self-consistent calculatio
which take such normal scattering into account,17 shows that
this is negligible compared to the impact of the se
consistency.

The macroscopic phase of the order parameterf(z) var-
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ies monotonically ~i.e., almost linearly! across the self-
consistently modeled part of the junction. However, the p
of df(z), obtained after the linear background is subtrac
from f(z), reveals a peculiar spatial distribution which d
pends on the thickness of the junction~Fig. 3!. In the short-
and intermediate-junction limits,df(z) gives a negative
contribution tof(z), which turns into a positive one upo
approachingI c . For thick enough junctions~e.g.,L520a in
Fig. 3! a small bump as the remnant of this behavior pers
at the SN boundary, but is completely washed out in

FIG. 2. Scaling of the current-phase relationI (f)/I c with the
thickness of a clean SNS junction. Different curves correspond
from left to right, L51,2,4,6,8,10,14,20,30,40,60~for L>30 they
start to overlap!. Note that the phase change across the junctionfc

at the critical currentI c5I (fc) varies monotonically with the junc-
tion thickness, as shown in the inset, and is always far belowp,
which is the prediction of non-self-consistent calculations in b
the short~Ref. 6! (L!j0) and long~Ref. 5! (L@j0) junction limits
at T→0.

FIG. 3. Scaling of a spatial distribution of the phase deviat
df(z) within the self-consistently modeled part of the clean SN
junction. The total phase change across the junctionf is the sum of
the bulk phase gradient3L and the change indf(z) along theN
interlayer, Eq.~2!: f0 at small supercurrent andfc at the critical
junction currentI c . At large enough junction thicknessL @panel~a!#
the shape ofdf(z) is just rescaled by the increase of the Joseph
current, while for smallerL the shape changes abruptly upon a
proachingI c @panels~b! and ~c!#.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 212507
long-junction limit. Thus,df(z) forms a ‘‘phase antidipole’’
~i.e., its spatial distribution has positive and negative pa
opposite to that of the phase dipole, introduced in Ref. 2!,
which is a self-consistent response to a supercurrent app
in the bulk. From the scaling features of the spatial distrib
tion of df(z) we conclude that such counterintuitive pha
pileup around the SN interface is generated by finite-D/m
effects.

Finally, we examine the local density of states~LDOS!

FIG. 4. Local density of states at the central plane of a clean
SNS junction~composed of ten normal planes,L510a) for differ-
ent supercurrent flows:I 50, I 5I c/4, andI 5I c/2. The peaks cor-
respond to Andreev bound states~ABS’s! confined within the N
region at energiesE,D. For IÞ0, the degeneracy of right- an
left-moving electrons is lifted by a Doppler shift, giving rise to th
Josephson dc current@or at least part of it~Refs. 5 and 20!#. The
minigap around the Fermi energyv50 in the N region appears to
be a result of a finiteD/m'0.03 generating normal scattering at th
SN interfaces.
.
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r(v,zi) on the central plane of theL510a junction, as
shown in Fig. 4. At zero Josephson current we find peaks
the LDOS, which are of finite width, corresponding to An
dreev bound states25 ~ABS’s!. Moreover, instead of a non-
zero LDOS all the way to the Fermi energy atv50 ~van-
ishing linearly asv→0), which stems from quasiparticles
traveling almost parallel to the SN boundary, a minigapEg
;D2/m is found which appears to be the consequence
finite D/m induced scattering.17 The quantized bound states
are the result of an electron~with energy belowD) being
retroreflected into a hole at the SN interface, while a Coop
pair is injected into the superconductor and vice versa. T
hole is in turn transformed into an electron on the oppos
surface, so that in the semiclassical picture, a bound st
forms corresponding to a closed quasiparticle trajectory~i.e.,
an infinite loop of Andreev reflections electron→hole
→electron . . . ). Thetime-reversed ABS’s carry current in
the opposite direction, and the two bound states are deg
erate and decoupled~if there is no interface scattering!.
When the phase gradient is set within the S leads, a ph
change appears across the junction~i.e., dc Josephson cur-
rent!, and the degenerate ABS’s split due to the Dopple
shift. On the other hand, the minigap changes only sligh
with increasingf. The two Doppler-split peaks drift apar
monotonically until a bulk phase gradient corresponding
I c/2, when one of them reaches the BCS gap edge, while
other one approaches the minigap edge. The motion of
ABS’s for larger current runs into numerical problems th
are described in detail elsewhere.26

We acknowledge support from the Office of Naval Re
search under Grant No. N00014-99-1-0328.
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